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Roemer hangs up his spurs
by Alec Ring ‘11
Dog-loving, cowboy-hat-belt-buckle
wearing, avid runner, and disputatious character John Roemer has decided to retire at the
end of this semester, marking 27 years as a
history teacher and librarian at Park.
Roemer applied to teach history in 1984.
A native Baltimorean, he was a graduate
of Towson High, Princeton, and Harvard
Graduate School, former Vice Chairman of
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
from 1962-1964, Executive Director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of Maryland
from 1970-1979 and 1981-84, and creator
and manager of the first Hess Running Equipment store from 1979-81. He had previously
taught at Friends School from 1962-1970.
Many Park parents, and some faculty, are
among his students.
With no vacancies in history, then Head
of School Parvin Sharpless (1976 – 1995)
offered him a job as Upper School librarian.
He accepted, and remained in the role until
2008 when he switched to part-time, continuing to teach two sections of civil liberties, but
formally dropping library work.
“I don’t know what I would’ve done if I
didn’t land the job here because I was tired
of fighting everyone,” said Roemer. “Where
else do you find a place in Maryland where
everyone is a committed liberal? This is the
first place where I’ve felt really at home, and
I still feel that way today.”
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History teacher and librarian John Roemer
will retire at the end of this semester, capping a 35 year teaching career.

During his second semester as librarian,
Roemer began teaching Civil Liberties to
Middle School students. The course soon became a popular high school elective. Roemer
has also taught classes on environmental is-

sues, twentieth century history, American
History, Ethics of violence and non-violence,
and a class on the Civil Rights Movement.
When Roemer was not in the classroom,
he was in the library. “It has been wonderful
to work with the people in this library. We’re
almost always on the same page,” he said.
It was a genuine struggle for Roemer to
decide to retire. “You can’t have more fun
at a job than I’ve had in the classroom here,”
said Roemer. In recent years, Roemer’s best
friend, and one of his golden retrievers died
unexpectedly. He had planned to spend his
retired years gallivanting with the two, so
their deaths came as a sudden shock.
“My entire life has been a tug of war between doing good works and being in the
woods. I used to give a speech about finding what you love, but also doing other
duties, like my involvement in the Civil
Rights movement or teaching, but you get
old enough and want a few years just in the
woods,” said Roemer. “I thought, ‘time’s running out John; if you really want to get in the
woods you’ve got to do it now.”
Even at 72, Roemer has never lost his
enthusiasm for the outdoors. He runs eight
miles every day on the trails near his home in
Parkton. In his retirement, Roemer believes
he may pursue some environmental issues
that he is interested in, which he says ties
together nicely with his retirement plans.
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Math dept. shares curriculum through new blog
by Hannah Sibel ‘13
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The Math Department’s
unique teaching methods will
soon be available to the global
community. Teachers are building a “math blog” that should be
up and running soon, although
the department is working on
some logistics issues before the
final launch, according to Department Chair Mimi Cukier.
“[Math Teacher] Anand Thaker brilliantly translated my visuals into code to actually make the
blog,” said Laura Friedman ’11,
who designed the layout for the
blog.
“The blog will be focused on
the pedagogy of teaching math
and in particular the kinds of
problems you face when teaching math in a discussion based
investigatory manner,” said
Cukier. Department members recently finished writing their own
curriculum during several Faculty and Curricular Advancement
(FACA) summer grants programs
and with the help of other funding from foundations and private
donors. They concluded that cre-

ating a blog seemed like the next
logical step.
When the department began
to create its own textbooks five
years ago, they chose not to publish them out-of-house. “If we
were to publish our book through
a publishing house, they would
presumably want us to edit the
books in such a way that they
would appeal to a broad range
of schools, not just Park,” said
Cukier. “We’re more interested
in targeting Park students,” she
continued.
The blog is a way for them to
make their material and teaching styles available to the world.
It will feature lessons, specific
problems and different approaches to the material. Online copies
of textbooks will also be available on request, for free
“I think it’s great that they are
discussing their teaching styles
in such a public yet intimate
fashion,” said Katelyn Greller
’14, Student Senate representative at math department meetings. “That kind of transparency
is what distinguishes Park from
other schools.”
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The math department started creating a curriculum five years
ago, and are about to launch a blog to make materials available
online. Math teacher Angela Doyle works on the website.

The math department is hoping that other teachers will see
the textbooks, and at least want
to borrow problems from them.
Additionally they would like
the blog to provide new ideas,
especially to teachers who feel
trapped by their school’s cur-

riculum.
A link to the blog will be
available on the Park School
website. “I am excited to hear
from other teachers outside of the
Park vacuum who are experiencing the same challenges as we
are,” said Cukier.
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Think before you speak
Etiquette for presenting in assemblies
So often there is conversation about
the behavior of the audience during assemblies, but never do we discuss the etiquette of the presenter.
Park is unique in that it allots two
lengthy periods a week for the entire Upper School community to gather.
Great things have happened on the
stage of the Meyerhoff Theater from 9:3010:45 on Wednesday mornings. We have
heard scientists, artists, writers, storytellers, historians, musicians and mathematicians from in and outside of the community share their work.
Assemblies create shared experiences
not just with a group of friends, a class, or
a grade, but with more than 300 students,
faculty, staff and administrators. This time
is sacred, but recently it has been taken
for granted.
Presenters have gone on stage (and admitted to being) unprepared. They have
given hour-long presentations that could
have been 20 minutes; they have disrespected, offended, bored, and left us feeling disappointed about what could have
been a great assembly.
How can this be prevented?
First, any given presentation should benefit the audience first. An assembly is not
a time for the self-affirmation or personal
gratification of the presenter.
So often someone will go on stage and
begin with, “Here is an issue that I want to
talk about. I’m going to tell you why it’s
important to me.” This is wrong.
We have this time together as an entire school, so it should be focused on the
community, on our growth and reflection,
not on one person’s personal struggles or
achievements.
If you are presenting about a summer

trip, don’t just launch in on “Here’s what I
did.” Instead, begin with questions for the
audience: “What would it be like to live in
a third world country? How would your
life change if food, shampoo, technology
was rationed by the government? Now
connect it back to yourself: Keep these
questions in mind as I tell you about my
trip...”
If you are presenting a video, introduce
it as, “Here is a video I would like to share
with the community.”
If you are speaking about a personal
internal struggle, think about how it connects to the larger Upper School body.
Begin with, “Here is a problem that I have
identified in the community. It surfaces
in x, y, and z. This is important to me because of x, y and z. I would like to teach
you how to combat it, so our community
can be stronger.”
The presenter should treat the audience with the respect they would like to
be shown in return. If you want audience
members to stay awake, don’t give an
hour-long speech that could be done in
10 minutes; carefully plan out your time
to engage and interest the audience.
Before you speak, play guitar, or
dance, prepare and rehearse. Think: Do I
know the purpose of my presentation? Is
what I am about to do appropriate? Leaving our comfort zone is an okay thing,
but is what I am about to going do make
anyone feel offended or unsafe?
And most importantly, is my presentation right for this time slot? Assemblies
are not chats in the hallway. They are not
Goldsoundz. They are not venues for selfaffirmation. And they are not Letters to the
Editor. Save those for us, save assemblies
for each other.
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The squash team’s challenge
As one of the tri-captains of the Park
Co-ed Varsity Squash team I would like
to express my disappointment with the
article that appeared in Postscript regarding some of the challenges the team faced.
Practice time was really the main factor
making it difficult for the team to succeed.
The team had late practices because we
were one of the last schools to start a team
and go to Meadow Mill for a time slot.
This year when an earlier slot was
available at another club we missed the
opportunity to move, and more importantly, needed to stay at the later time due to
our volunteer coach who has a profession
that makes it impossible for her to be there
earlier. Parents assisted with the match
coaching, but overall we were a team in
transition when it came to coaching.
Practice time made it difficult for
squash to keep some of the players who
initially came out for the team. Many Park
students who don’t live close to Meadow
Mill dropped from the team. Mr. Diven
understands the need for us to be like other
winter teams and have practice directly
after school. It would allow our team
members to be on a schedule that works
with all the other potential involvements
students have at Park.
More importantly, improving as a
squash player takes much more than
hitting a ball for an hour a night with
teammates. Many players I train with in
the area think they get worse during the
school squash season because during their
hour of squash practice, they are barely
hitting the ball as compared to if they
were at a clinic or training on their own,
where they could work more on personal
skills. Lessons with professionals, clinics

with competitively matched players, and
hours of fitness training are all important
for squash players looking to improve.
As a player who is involved with U. S.
Squash and participates in eight or more
tournaments around the country each season, I train with the top players at all the
area schools. We work with our pro in
the evening between 6 and 8 p.m. Some
nights it is a clinic format and some private training, but it is always after 6 because school athletics are typically prior
to that.
Regardless of whether one trains at
Meadow Mill, Bare Hills, or Greenspring,
the timing is essentially the same. This,
in essence, makes it impossible for a Park
Squash player to be a part of those other
training programs.
Squash is an amazing, lifelong sport.
It requires fitness and agility as well as a
quick and focused mind. It is a growing
sport, especially for girls. I know that it
will be some time before Park can support
a Girls’ Varsity team, but in the interim, it
would be great if the players could have
the opportunity to attend some of the local
clinics and programs and see what squash
training is all about.
Park squash needs a dedicated coach
who wants to see the program develop
and grow. We may not have as big a pool
of athletes to pull from compared with a
school like Gilman that has some of the
top ranked kids in the country, but honestly, that would not make a difference. What
Park needs are dedicated squash players
who want to improve their game and we
need to give them the proper practice time
to do just that.
--Ashley Suan ‘13
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Class to assume responsibilities for exhibitions The
by Julia Gross ‘14

Due to budget cuts, the position of
Arts Exhibition Educator, currently held
by Rick Delaney, has been eliminated.
Delaney, who has been responsible for filling Park’s art galleries with thought-provoking and inspirational art, has brought
in the work of well-known and respected
artists such as Cornel Rubino, Hank Willis
Thomas, and Chris Jordan.
In addition to eliminating the position,
the school will reduce the exhibitions program budget. What will happen to the
exhibitions program without Delaney
in charge? The answer is an exhibitions
class, which will be offered next year,
first semester, to tenth through twelfth
graders.
According to Visual Arts teacher Christine Tillman, the Arts department
ment has been
thinking about the idea for a while. “This
round the dehas been an idea bouncing around
partment since Peter Bruun was Exhibitions Educator,” said Tillman.
n. “For many
reasons the timing was never
er right--Carolyn Sutton (Director of Arts
ts and Visual
Arts teacher) realized that with the loss
of the Exhibitions Educator position we
could turn the work that needs
ds to be done
into an educational experience.”
nce.”
Sutton said that the idea was created
because the Gallery Committee,
mittee, an extracurricular club, also wanted
nted a bigger
part in the exhibitions program.
gram. In addition, Sutton explained that
at the new
class, which will include finding
artists, preparing walls, and
hanging art, would allow
students to make more of
a connection to the exhibitions. Students will run assemblies, do presentations,
and give classes on the exhibitions. This will require
after-school work and work

on the weekends.
Sutton also expects that the course
will visit other galleries and art museums
around Baltimore to see the inner-workings of various exhibitions.
“George Cicle teaches a similar course
at MICA that I’ve always found incredibly inspiring. It would be an incredible
model to bring to Park School given our
progressive nature.” said Tillman.
Because of the budget cut, the exhibitions program will mount fewer shows
per year. According to Sutton, only two
shows, one per semester, will involve
outside artists. Another addition will be
the senior shows, which currently use the
library hallway, and will fill the entire gallery space and stay up longer.
In the past, the exhibitions program
has conducted nation-wide searches for
artists, but will now be limited to local
artists. “It’s likely we’ll be working with
more artists in the Baltimore, D.C., and
Philadelphia region,” Tillman said.
“There are thousands of really
fantastic artists in the Mid-Atlantic, many who would be fantastic to bring to Park School.”
said Tillman.
Isabella Lee ’12 predicts that
the class will be a success.
“I have very high
hopes,” she

said. “ It’s definitely a good idea,” said
Anna Rose Schenerman ’12. “Kids will
be more actively involved (in the exhibitions).”
“It’s the kind of hybrid class that I’ve
always thought Park students would be
interested in,” Tillman said. “Students
will get the opportunity to be curators who
choose work, plan how it’s going to be
hung, write text, make connections.”
Sutton believes the class will be popular but said “it is hard in the first year to
run a class.”
Delaney also predicts the class will
be a big draw and a good solution to the
budget cuts. “From what I heard about it
from Carolyn Sutton, it seems to be a very
good solution to not having an exhibitions
educator at Park.”

Gentlemen, start your autonomous engines! The Park School Robotics Team is
gearing up for its annual competition, the
Chesapeake Regional FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) Robotics Competition, to be held
March 17 to March 19 at the Baltimore
Convention Center. Each year, teams
build robots to play a different game requiring an entirely new design.
Robots in this year’s game, called
“Logomotion” need to retrieve large inflatable tubes from a human and place
them on a raised rack to create the FIRST
logo (a triangle, circle, and a square).
Most of the game is played with humans
controlling the robots’ every move. The
game begins, however, with a 15 second
autonomous mode in which robots try and
place the tubes on the rack relying solely
on their programming.
In the last 10 seconds of the match,
robots deploy small “minibots” which

Numbers

318

Lost items reported to Upper
School receptionist Tracey B. Objects have included phones, jackets,
shoes, knitting needles, calculators
and textbooks.

22
34

Pairs of twins enrolled at Park.

Windows in the “Fish Bowl” (the
Upper School Humanities offices).

Robotics heads to local competition March 17
by Alex Elias ‘11

3

scurry up poles in the middle of the field.
“This is really hard to do because not only
does the robot have to be lined up exactly
right, but the mini-robot also needs some
way of knowing when it’s on the pole and
a way to attach itself the pole and then
climb up,” said Daniel Basner ’12, captain
of the electrical sub-team.
The first set of robot designs didn’t
work. “We tried out designs that were
too complicated,” said Braden Flowers
’14. “Our first design was too heavy and
unstable,” said Grant Kitchen ’12.
The first design was a “scissor lift”
mechanism to lift up the tubes, “which is
kind of like those extendable platforms
that people stand on to clean windows,
or the pet fences that can slide in and
out,” said Basner. However, the scissor
mechanism was too unstable, according
to Kitchen.
“What we have now is a very cool ‘elevator’ mechanism, which is like a few
of those collapsible sliding ladders with
pulleys on it,” said Basner.

On February 21, the team finished the
six week building period and sent the robot off to meet the deadline for the spring
break competition. Due to the last-minute construction, “it still isn’t completely
finished,” Basner said. “We didn’t get a
chance to test it prior to sending,” said
Kitchen. “We don’t know if it will succeed or not.”
The team is now working on assembling the parts required to finish the robot.
Each team is allowed to bring 30 pounds
of material to the competition. “We are
utilizing every ounce up to the limit” said
Kitchen.
The team urged any interested students
to come out during spring break and show
their support. “It’s completely free to go,
and it’s really fun to see what crazy solutions the 60 or so teams were able to come
up with,” said Basner. “We really hope
we can get some Park people to come and
cheer us on or at least stop by for a little
while. Plus if you go to the competition,
we will get you a free t-shirt.”

9

Teachers left standing in Faculty
Death Match. Survivors include
former Death Match champion
Greg Brandt, Lucky Mallonee,
Traci Wright, and John Roemer.

23

Days left of school for the class of
2011.
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The SEX Column
The Sex column is a space designed for students to talk openly about issues related
to sexual orientation, gender, and romance.
by Julia Boscov- Ellen ‘11
really want to see too much physical inAccording to Emily Post’s Etiquette, teraction in the hallways.
As he explains, there is a distinction
“young love that is too physically expressive can be obnoxious. When around between the private and the public sphere,
others, includ- and we are at the age when we should
ing family and be developing the ability to differentiate
friends, show between the two. But, he continues, we
your respect by should “make allowances for kids. Beexercising re- cause kids are crazy.”
It’s a fine line between what is acceptstraint.”
Now, not ev- able and what isn’t, which is why some
erything Emily schools around the country have banned
Post said is appli- all public displays of affection, even holdcable (really, who ing hands. A few people have even been
cares that the proper way to eat a pine- suspended for giving hugs.
As someone who loves hugs, I am exapple is with a dessert spoon and fork?),
but in this case she is correct. The question tremely glad that Park does not have a ban
then presented is, how physically expres- on PDA. They trust us to know how much
is appropriate.
sive is too physically expressive?
And generally, we meet that expectaA new couple holding hands and hugging is pretty cute. But the amount of ac- tion. Most students here are very good
ceptable PDA (Public Display of Affec- about keeping the PDA down to a level
deemed appropriate by most of the comtion) quickly dwindles.
Couples that walk down the hallway munity.
But every now and then comes the
holding hands every single day or sit and
nuzzle each other’s hair and snuggle on couple who are a little too physically afthe benches all the time are probably not fectionate. It’s not like anyone is making
aware that what they are doing can make out in the hallways (at least, not that I have
other people uncomfortable and/or just noticed), but sometimes even hugging and
handholding can be inappropriate for a
annoyed.
Of course, views on what amount of school environment if there is too much
PDA is acceptable vary. Some people of it.
So, kids, the message is this: public
don’t mind it as long as it’s not too intense.
But as sophomore Jake Sottak points out, displays of affection are fine, in modera“in a school environment, it’s almost des- tion. But even the most innocent of these
tined to make at least one person feel un- displays can make some people uncomfortable if there are too much of them.
comfortable.”
So, like Ms. Post says, we should reAnd that one person deserves to be respected. “You’ve really got to be conscious spect those people and keep the PDA to a
of who’s around you,” Upper School His- sporadic level. I hope I have managed to
tory teacher Peter Warren said. And often say all this without offending anyone, but
times, students and teachers alike don’t if I have, I hope we can hug it out.

Feat
Seeing Double? Being a
by Seth Danels ‘13
When my brother Reid and I were
about nine months old, my grandmother
was over our house helping out. My mom
had asked her to feed us, so my grandmother picked me up and put me in the
highchair. She fed me and put me down.
Then she went to help my mom out with
something before feeding my brother.
When she came back into the room, she
picked me up again and put me in the high
chair.
My mom reports that I ate, quite happily. But my brother Reid was now really hungry and started to cry. My grandmother then realized she had fed me twice
and not fed my brother at all. This is the
kind of thing that happens when you’re
a twin.
Aside from occasionally not getting
fed, there were definitely perks about being a twin as a young child. I always had
someone to play with who had similar
interests. My brother and I have always
played sports together—soccer, baseball,
basketball, and lacrosse. Inside, we could
watch TV together. It was like having a
play date all the time.
When it came time for our birthday,
we had insane birthday parties, and it was
more fun to share the experience together.
We also got more presents, because we
shared them.
When I look back on it, the only disadvantage of being a twin was dressing
alike. My mom and grandmother loved
making us look so cute in our matching
shirts and pants when we were very little,
but when I look at the pictures now, it annoys me that I wore the same clothes as
Reid all the time.
As we got older, I still found more
advantages to having a twin. In lower

Left, senior twins Nick and Paul often eat lunc
twins in first grade.

school, we always had each other to play with
and if we got tired of playing with our own
friends, we could always play with each other’s
friends.
We also looked enough alike to trick people.
When we were in second grade, on April fool’s
Day, the two of us tried switching classrooms for
the day. Though our teachers didn’t recognize
us, the kids said, “That’s not Reid, that’s Seth”
or “That’s not Seth, that’s Reid.” The teachers
laughed and said, “Oh, how cute!” before returning us to our correct class.
Now, being a twin at the same high school
still has its advantages and disadvantages. I am
lucky because my brother and I still enjoy the

Word on the Street: What sh

All Upper School and eighth grade students took an anonymou

“The data should be included in
Park admissions brochures.”
Ricky V.-B. ‘11

“The data should be shown to
students, but not to parents. If
parents are involved it could lead
to misunderstandings and more
severe consequences.”
Charlie S. ‘12

“Though the survey was about
students’ life outside of school, if
a significant problem was identified in the data, the school should
talk to us about it.”
Rose B.-Z . ‘11

“The data should be displayed in the
woods near the Challenge course.”
Eric B. ‘11

ures
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twin is tough business

photo courtesy K. Smith ‘13

Smith is born to ride
by Ellie Khan ‘12

photo by A. Kelmenson ‘11

photo courtesy D. Jacoby

same sports and video games; we also have the
same friends. We get along better than other
twins; I know other twins, like Graeme Frost ‘13
and his brother who aren’t in the same school.
“Sometimes it’s nice to have some time apart
from my twin,” said Frost.
My brother and I would rather not be in the
same classes together because we like being
treated and known as individuals. But if we do
wind up in the same class, we can help each other
out with homework, share class notes, and study
for tests together.
The bad thing about being in the same class
with your brother is that you get too used to being around each other and consequently become

less of an independent person. Teachers
are also more likely to compare the twins
and think one twin is better than the other
one.
According to Susan Eisner, the Lower
School Learning Resource teacher, the
school usually splits twins up, but sometimes when parents want the twins together, the school will agree.
Eisner also said that there have been
more and more twins and triplets enrolling
in recent years. With the number of twins
on the rise, teachers beware, you never
may know which twin will be sitting in
your class.

ch together and hang out during free time. Right, Charlotte and Elizabeth are fraternal

I’ll explain the atmosphere of a threeyear-old’s birthday party, just in case
you’ve forgotten what it’s like: Excessively large gifts. Yellow cake. Tears.
Goody bags. Pony rides.
Kelsey Parks Smith ’13, an invitee
of one of these two-hour celebrations,
mounted a shaggy, little pony and enjoyed
herself one sunny day. The man in charge
leaned over to her parents and said, “She’s
the only kid not crying. You might as well
sign her up for riding lessons.” A good
suggestion; the man unknowingly became
the impetus to Smith’s dedication to the
thrilling sport of equestrianism. She has
ridden ever since.
Smith has a grueling schedule: she visits to the barn every day, and rides nearly
every weekend during the spring and summer. “My parents are so supportive,” she
said. “They devote every weekend to my
riding.”
Her afternoons consist of warming
up, walking, trotting, cantering, and perfecting the quality and height of jumps,
speed, and form. “I love the freedom of
it all,” Smith said. “I can jump high and
fast knowing that I’m safe.”
She rides and trains Louie, an uncon-

ventional, hidden threat of a horse, while
“eventing.” This equestrian triathlon consists of dressage, the most refined form of
riding, cross-country, an event through different terrain and obstacles, and stadium
jumping, a test of the technical jumping
skills of the horse and the rider.
Smith loves every minute of it. “I like
that I have the ability to control an animal
that is so much bigger than I am,” she said.
“I like having that connection with him.
I can ride through a field and trust that he
will keep me safe and he’ll trust that I will
look after him.”
Smith has recently been ranked second
in the country in the novice conference,
and she’ll soon move up to the training
level. “I’d love to see a riding program
take off at Park,” she said. “It would be
cool to join a program that showed against
other schools in the area. I think a lot of
people are afraid, which is understandable, but I encourage people to try it.”
Most aren’t lucky enough to discover
their passion among crying children, tired
mothers, and paper party hats, but Smith
did, and she forever has Mr. Pony Ride
to thank. “If it hadn’t have been for that
party… I would have missed so much,”
she said.

hould be done with the data?

us survey about risky behavior; results
sults will soon b
be released

“The survey is supposed to help
us learn about the community, but
it should not be punitive. The administration should be careful not
to use it in the wrong way.”
Rachel K. ‘12

“The data should be taken with
a grain of salt. I don’t think
students were as honest as they
could have been.”
Tal A. ‘12

“People are very curious about
the data. Students and faculty
should definitely have discussions about it.”

“Drug use is rooted in personal
issues. I’m not sure grade or
school wide discussions would
be effective.”

Rachel C. ‘14

Grace B. ‘11
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Women deserve control of their bodies
by Sophie Neiman ‘13
I have always been pro-choice, strongly
believing that women have the right to decide what happens inside their own bodies.
This right should be without government
or religious interference. Of
course that is
never the case,
as there seems
to be constant
protest against
abortion.
I
never thought,
however, that the outcry would grow as
much as it has. I am appalled to see that
other reproductive health services have
been stigmatized.
The House of Representatives recently
passed an amendment that would cut all
federal funding of Planned Parenthood,
an organization that provides reproductive health services to women and men
who could not otherwise afford them.
The amendment would also put an end to
Title X, which provides funding not only
to Planned Parenthood, but also to various
health care providers.
Mike Pence, a Republican congressman
from Indiana, sponsored the amendment.
He said, “I believe it is morally wrong to
take the tax dollars of millions of pro-life

Americans and use them to fund organizations that provide and promote abortion,
like Planned Parenthood of America.”
Well, only three percent of the services
Planned Parenthood offers are abortionrelated. In addition, Congress has already
forbidden federal money from going towards abortions. In short, Pence’s amendment cuts funding for vital services such as
HIV and cancer screening, breast exams,
and STD tests, simply because Planned
Parenthood also provides abortions.
Planned Parenthood offers essential

care to a huge clientele. Each year, the
organization prevents more than 612,000
unwanted pregnancies. It administers
83,000 breast exams and one million pap
smears each year. I shudder to think how
the rates of unplanned pregnancy, sexually
transmitted diseases, and even undetected
cancer might rise if Planned Parenthood
lost federal funding.
Moreover, Planned Parenthood’s services are offered to people who couldn’t
otherwise afford them. In the midst of a
battle over health care, Congress intends to
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Protesters stand in support of federal funding for Planned Parenthood and
other health and abortion clinics.

take potentially lifesaving services away
from those who need them most. Without
Planned Parenthood, many women would
have no other place to turn to and no other
source of reproductive health care. They
would be cut off from the services they
need.
As a young woman, I am also deeply
insulted that such an amendment was even
considered. Among other things, it cuts
funding for contraceptives. Women have
the right to use these. They have the right
to choose when to start their families and
with whom.
Forget abortion for a moment. If this
amendment was passed, women would not
be able to get birth control. This seems an
assault on personal freedom and women’s
rights. Women should have power over
their bodies without government interference and regardless of social standing.
Ironically, the amendment could even
lead to more abortions as women would be
denied access to contraceptives. It seems
not only wrong but purely illogical.
It is absolutely essential that this
amendment is not passed by the Senate.
Please visit Planned Parenthood’s website or contact your senators. It is time
to “Stand with Planned Parenthood” and
work to prevent an amendment that serves
as a grievous affront to women’s rights
and takes money away from a vital healthcare provider.

The Heidi Chronicles:
enjoyable but flawed
by David Agronin ‘13 and
Emma Gross ‘11
The Heidi Chronicles, written
by Wendy Wasserstein in 1988,
follows a woman’s journey and
self exploration through the ’60s,
’70s and ’80s.
The play premiered February
24 in the Macks-Fidler Theater.
Directed by theater chair Peter
King, and starring Julia Schneiderman ‘11 as Heidi, the play
showcased a well balanced cast
and crew, though, not without
flaws.
The first act of the play lacked
energy and it seemed the actors
had difficulty conveying their
characters’ emotions. In a scene
held at a high school dance and
one at a political rally for Eugene
McCarthy, certain performers

took to shouting their lines towards the audience, rather than
interacting in an authentic way
with other characters. Such amateur acting was distracting and
caused scenes to lack cohesiveness.
This criticism should be taken
with the understanding that The
Heidi Chronicles is a complicated
play. It deals with mature issues,
ones that 17-year-old actors have
no schema for. Schneiderman’s
role was especially difficult, as
her character had to carry the
play. The script is packed with
references pertinent to specific
eras, and many of these sharp
lines were lost to Upper School
student audience members.
Perhaps the actors had not
properly dissected their characters’ lines to really understand the
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J. Liebow-Feeser ’11 as Scoop Rosenbaum, J. Schneiderman ’11 as Heidi Holland, and Blake
Pruitt ’11 as Peter Patrone sit for a T.V. interview in The Heidi Chronicles.

references and their implications.
This may have been the cause of
some of the naive, childlike acting.
That being said, there were
exceptions. Blake Pruitt ’11 and
Joshua Liebow-Feeser ’11, who
played Peter Patrone and Scoop
Rosenbaum, respectively, embodied their characters with intelligence and grace.
Additionally, many of the
smaller roles were beautifully
executed and helped to break up
longer sequences with just the
main leads. Hannah Briggs ‘11 in
particular conveyed a strikingly
realistic, and clearly well thought

out performance as a feminist.
Other standouts were Mai Asmeron ‘13 and Ellie Kahn ’12.
As for artistic direction, scene
changes were highlighted and ornamented by clips of era-appropriate music, sometimes accompanied by toke-toting hippies in
psychedelic floor lighting. This
helped illustrate the numerous
time advances that occurred
throughout the play. A projected
backdrop also evoked a chronological setting for each of the
scenes.
Unfortunately, characters were
recycled rather quickly. Without
a program, it would have been

easy to get lost in the jumble of
hippies, pregnant women and numerous waiters. In some cases it
was hard to be sure if even a major character was still the same
character.
None of the flaws ruined the
play, but they did cloud what
could have been a shimmery
beam of a production.
The play was not bad, it just
wasn’t great, which is fine for
a high school production of a
script that has not been updated
since the ’80s and involves adult
themes. As Scoop would say, Ascript, A+ crew and artistic design, and B acting.
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Transgender laws have a long way to go
by Christopher Mergen ‘14
The Maryland State Legislature recently considered a
bill that would legalize gay marriage in
Maryland. This is an
important bill, and it
is more than overdue.
Nevertheless, gay, lesbian, and bisexual people have already
made great strides in achieving equality.
Unfortunately, transgender/gender variant people, especially transsexual people
in Maryland, still live without the legal
protection that gays and lesbians enjoy.
Even some who consider themselves
gay-friendly still discriminate against
transgender people, and while issues involving transsexuals or transgender people
fall under the auspices of many gay rights
organizations, it seems they are included
as an afterthought.
According to a study published by the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force’s
Transgender Issues division, 97% of the
6,456 transgender people surveyed nationally were harassed at their place of employment. Fifteen percent had an annual
income of $10,000 or less – compared

with 9.6% of the general population – and
26% were denied a job because of their
gender identity.
Fortunately, things are changing. This
January, the Maryland State Legislature
introduced a bill designed to protect transgender people in the workplace, in applying for credit, and when purchasing
a house.
These are not new concepts – according
to Equality Maryland, transgender people
living in Montgomery County have enjoyed this protection since last fall, and
Baltimore City residents have received
similar protection since 2002.
All state employees have been legally
protected from transgender discrimination in the workplace since 2007, but other
jurisdictions of Maryland don’t include
transgender or gender-variant people in
their anti-discrimination policies. This
bill aims to make protection against transgender discrimination a state-wide measure.
The bill expands previous legislation
to protect against “discrimination on the
grounds of race, sex, color, creed, national
origin, marital status, sexual orientation,
age, gender identity, or disability,” and
providing some protection from criticism

by indemnifying religious organizations
against potential lawsuits if they choose
not to employ transgender people.
This bill protects everyone who qualifies as “gender variant” – transsexual
people, whose biological sex and gender
identity do not match up, and those who
identify as transgender in general. All of
the bases seem to be covered; assuming
this bill passes, we won’t have to worry
about transgender legislation anymore.
Except, we still have to worry.
While this bill is thorough, it is not
thorough enough. Transgender people
can still be denied health care by insurance companies and providers – in another
survey by the Task Force and the National
Center for Transgender Equality, 19% of
a national sample of transgender people
were denied health care on the grounds
that they were gender-variant, and 50%
faced health care providers who were
uninformed about normal transgender
treatments.
Transgender people still can’t access
many “public accommodations,” making
finding public restrooms that they feel
comfortable in incredibly difficult.
Nationally, transgender people are
barred from serving in the military. There

are numerous situations where there is
simply no knowledge about the polite and
correct way to treat transgender people.
Perhaps the biggest problem with the
bill is how it will be enforced – anti-discrimination laws rely on reporting, and
it can be difficult to speak about being
disenfranchised if you are intimidated.
No matter how many laws get passed,
transgender people will face awkward and
offensive situations at work and in their
day to day lives.
Passing a bill may provide a legal barrier, but no law can force acceptance –
that, we must enforce ourselves. Adding
Maryland to the 13 other states that support transgender equality will be important, but in the grand scheme of things, it’s
a long-overdue, smallish first step.
That said, it’s crucial to support this
bill. So far, it has undergone one reading
in the state House and has yet to go to
the Senate.
Without a first step, even a small one,
the journey will never begin. Call your
delegates, and tell them that everyone deserves equal rights in the state of Maryland. With luck, they will listen, and we’ll
have begun the thousand-mile journey that
lies ahead of us.

Liberal assumptions deserve a critical eye
by Daniel Stern ‘12
I unconditionally champion Maryland’s
recent push to legalize same-sex marriage.
Same-sex marriage is an important issue,
certainly, and every Park student should
understand its significance. That said, I
was incredibly troubled to see a string of
announcements telling all Park students to
call their delegates, voice their support of
the Civil Marriage Protection Act, and “be
on the right side of history.” Likewise, I
was irritated with an e-mail, recently forwarded to the entire student body without
any preface or explanation, advocating
support of the same bill.
I’m not opposed to the bill, so my own
position wasn’t the source of my irritation.
Rather, I was upset with the way that the

announcements were phrased and credited: instead of telling students to voice
their own opinion on the issue, the announcements told students to voice a particular opinion; instead of being attributed
to a specific club or student, the announcements made demands anonymously, as
if written by a nebulous administrative
authority.
It’s time to face the disconcerting truth:
we go to a liberal school – and it’s not
just that our students and faculty are overwhelmingly leftist, which we are. What’s
pathetic is that our left-wing “morals”
are so irreparably entrenched in our culture that we assume them to be absolute
dogma.
Here’s an example: We run the aforementioned announcements, and barely

anyone bats an eye; but, had an anonymous announcement demanded that all
students call their delegates and voice
their opposition to the bill that “breaks
the biblically sacred construct between a
man and a woman,” there would’ve been
outcry. There would’ve been classroom
discussions of tolerance, of indestructible
human rights, of the biological origins of
homosexuality, of all the liberal platitudes
that we breathe daily.
I’ll reiterate that I don’t disagree with
any of these platitudes. But we’re a school
that, despite our credo to be racially and
socioeconomically diverse, fails to be politically diverse.
That failure is evident in everything
that our institution does: it’s evident in
our assemblies (The Story of Stuff comes

to mind), in our curricula, in our discussions, even in our choices for the Diana
Lee Fox ’75 Resident Artist and Weinberg
Resident Journalist positions.
Why is it a problem? It’s a problem
because, surely, our political agenda and
dogmatic frames create discomfort in the
minority that doesn’t share the majority’s
leftist stances.
We’re a school that claims that a “tolerance of ambiguity” is an essential habit
of mind. We’re a school that claims that
a diverse set of opinions is necessary for
healthy thought. Because the minority on
an issue is often uncomfortable sharing its
position – put in other words, because the
majority opinion is too palpable – Park is
failing to enforce both of the above elements of its philosophy.

Civil Liberties teacher set to retire
Roemer cont’d. from p. 1
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John Roemer enjoys the company of his two dogs, Dancer and
Cora. Rowdy, pictured above, died in 2008.

Roemer has taught exclusively in the history department,
and his retirement will require
the department to regroup.
“His impact on History is
significant,” said John Kessinger, Upper School History
chair. “Most seniors have taken
his class before graduation, and
he always gets 18 kids per section.”
Kessinger also believes Roemer’s teaching went well beyond
the popularity of his courses.
“He’s a really significant voice

as we think about curricula. His
impact on students is huge, his
understanding of progressivism
is unique and powerful, and it
really didn’t matter what he was
teaching,” Kessinger said.
Roemer’s views about Park
students haven’t changed over
the last 27 years. “Park students
are outspoken, argumentative, irreverent, and fine, decent people.
They’re a pleasure to be with,”
he said.
Roemer wants to be remembered as “the guy who argued a
lot about everything and really
liked kids. I hope I got them interested in being active in seek-

ing social justice,” he said.
Laura Schlitz, who has worked
with Roemer in the library since
she arrived in 1991, is a former
student of his from when he
taught Sunday school at Stoney
Run Friends Meeting.
“Having John around is like
having a great big dog you can
play with,” she said. “It’s such a
big dog that you know you’re not
going to hurt it, and it’s such a
good dog, that you know it’s not
going to hurt you. Every time
I see him, I insult him, and the
better the insult, the louder he
laughs. We need him around to
play with.”
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Squash: You call yourselves teammates?
by Alec Ring ‘11
There has never been a Park School
athletic team to call themselves National Champions until this year’s Varsity
Squash team. The squad won the Division
VI High School National Championship,
February 12.
Before the squash team won its title, I

cartoon by Laila Phillips ‘11

attended one of their final regular season
matches, February 7 against Gilman, at
Meadow Mill Athletic Club. Gilman competes in the Division I National Tournament, meaning they have a higher number
of nationally ranked players on their team,
and the scores from the match reflected
this. Watching our team struggle, I was
embarrassed. I wasn’t concerned with the
scores of the matches, or with the nonchalance that Gilman displayed towards
the match, or even with the fact that the
original squash coach for our team wasn’t
even present. No, I was embarrassed by
our team’s composure.
The squash team lost six seniors from
last year, and this year was considered to
be a rebuilding season. But is that really
an excuse for the lack of composure?
“We knew that the other schools in
the area were very good teams. We went
into matches just trying to do the best we
could, which was really all we could do,”
said Ashley Suan ’13, Varsity Squash captain.
I encourage the attitude Suan heralds, but I witnessed our school’s team
laugh at our own players intentionally,
show little regard for the matches, and
not even attempt to prepare properly for
the competition. Yes, Gilman was a much
stronger team, and, admittedly, we didn’t
have much of a shot to win a single match,
but the manner in which the squash team
composed itself was not representative
of our school.
Nearly every team at Park is hurting in

terms of talent and numbers, so we must
avoid feeling belittled. As a Park athlete, I
pride myself on my attitude and my work
ethic. I have spent countless weekends
practicing for B conference competition
because I care, not because I’m forced
to.
We need to respect ourselves, and empower ourselves to improve the quality
of Park Athletics and future teams. I’m
not naïve and I’m not expecting championships, but if we as an athletic program
refuse to show self-respect then no other
school will respect us either.
“At Park, squash is not serious enough.
[Non-players] think that it’s a joke sport.
People on the team need to actually start
taking it seriously, and put more effort into
it,” Suan said.
I’m glad the captain of the team sees
the problems I observed. Squash culture
at Park is comical. The sport is not taken
seriously. The lackadaisical attitude surrounding the sport is apparent every winter. But that attitude does not originate
from the student body. It comes from the
players on the squash team themselves. I
understand first hand, as an athlete, that
a positive and serious attitude is difficult
to muster when wins are few and far between, but you can’t just give up when
things are difficult.
Congratulations to the squash team on
its National Championship, but I hope in
the future our athletes will show more
strength of character even playing against
incredible odds.

Lacrosse rearranges line-up
by Eric Sussman ‘13
As the tried and true axiom goes, “defense
wins championships.” But with the departure of
its entire starting defense and of some of its key
bench players, the Boys’ Varsity Lacrosse team
will need good performances from a variety of
first-time starting defenders.
The lack of defensive depth has led, first,
to some position changes. Randy Conney ’13,
a midfielder last year, has been moved back
to defense to help the cause. “My
“My goals are to
become a talented defender and to help anchor
our defense this year,” Conney said. “I personally have fairly high expectations. We have a
lot of new guys that bring some raw talent to
the table. If we work hard, push ourselves, and
continue to get better, I think our season could
be pretty successful.”
One of the few certainties coming into this
year on the defensive side is the experience of
Drew Goldfarb ‘12. Goldfarb saw some minutes last year on a senior-laden team, and he’s
expected to be the cornerstone of this year’s
unit. Goldfarb thinks that the squad’s new
makeup will bode well for future seasons. “Of
course we are going to have some rough patches
along the way,” Goldfarb said, “but the in-game

experience that we will gain will be invaluable.
With no senior defenders, this also means that
we will have our entire defense returning next
year, which is huge.”
The mastermind of Park’s defense,
eleventh-year coach Justan Goldstein ’96,
thinks that the key to success with a young-team is
defensive simplification.
“Our defense this year
will have fewer packages
and it will be more structure,”
Goldstein said. “The downside
is that it will make us more predictable.”
Another defender looking to make a difference is Ethan Kaufman, a sophomore who
was sidelined last year with a foot surgery, “I
hope I can challenge our offense in practice,”
Kaufman said. “And, if or when I get in during
a game, I can communicate with the team and
hopefully get shutouts.”
“I haven’t had a defense this raw since my
first year,” Goldstein said. “My only expectations are that we get better every day and we
can be proud of the effort we gave every time
we walk off the field. If we do those things, we
will be very good by the end of the season.”

Sports to the
Max (vs. Stern)

Jake Max ‘12: Spring break is 12 days
in which students are free to write term
papers, visit colleges, and go on vacation
with family. Unfortunately, for any athlete that hopes to get playing time, spring
break is nonexistent.
This year, the Boys’ Varsity Lacrosse
team is required to practice on Thursday,
March 16 – spring break, in other words,
is cut to just six days. Anyone who was
planning on going away over the break is
out of luck. The two options are equally
unattractive: players can either stay at
home over break, or skip practice and
get benched.
Our athletics contradict our philosophy.
As the philosophy states, Park encourages discipline based on “a sympathetic
understanding of the rights and needs of
others.” It also asserts that this approach
rejects “arbitrary authority and prescriptive codes.”
Perhaps I am misjudging this situation,
but benching a player because of his failure to attend practice during spring break
is not a “sympathetic understanding” of
rights or a rejection of “arbitrary authority
and prescriptive codes.” This puts into
perspective the hypocrisy of our athletic
program, and I would hope that I’m not
the only one who’s alarmed.
Daniel Stern ‘12: As spring break
nears, some cantankerous athletes (see
above) argue it’s unfair for coaches to
mandate that players practice over spring
break, argue that it’s unfair for coaches to
sit players for their absence. Those athletes need to suck it up.
Playing a sport is a co-curricular commitment, and the co-curricular schedule
doesn’t always fall in line with the academic schedule. Teams have the right to
practice after-school, on weekends, even
over breaks -- if the fundamental goal is
to be competitive and win championships,
then our teams need all the practice that
time allows.
It makes sense for coaches to bench
players who don’t show up. Coaches
should play the athletes who are the most
prepared, the most practiced, and the most
committed. Committed, competitive athletes would have no problem skipping vacation for practice; competitive athletes,
the ones that we want representing our
school, would do anything to improve the
quality of the team.
And, it’s not as if our teams are revoking spring break altogether. Most teams
don’t begin practicing until the week after
break begins, and a seven-day vacation is
sufficient for most trips. Even after athletes are called back, practices don’t last
the whole day; there’s plenty of time to
hang out with friends, catch up on work,
go to the movies, play videogames, and,
most importantly, sleep. In short, deal
cartoon by J. Califano ‘12 with it; we practice to win the games.

